cides with Pic of the commutative ring cent (A) (the centre of A) (see [RZ] ).
On the other hand our principal interest lies in orders. But although our strongest results come in this case, some of these extend without too much weakening to a wider class of rings. In fact in the early part of the paper the treatment is completely general.
Although most of the present paper is algebraic in spirit, the whole work was done with applications to the arithmetic of noncommutative orders over the ring Z of integers in mind. Our theory then becomes a tool both for certain local as well as for noncommutative "local-global" problems, and it leads up to the consideration of arithmetic subgroups in certain algebraic groups. Moreover the explicit computations for integral group rings given at the end of this paper are really number theoretic, i.e. depend crucially on Z being the base ring.
For the general theory one can, without loss of generality, view the ring A as an algebra over some commutative ring R and look at Pic" (A), the group given by bimodules with R acting the same on both sides. One can always take R = Z, noting that Pic (A) = Pic7(A). For theoretical reasons and for applications it is however the normal subgroup Pic , . .(A) = Picent(A) which is the° r cent (A ) really interesting object, even when one considers R-orders, and R /= cent (A).
Multiplicative ideal theory.
If A is an order over an integral domain R in a finite-dimensional semisimple K-algebra, K the quotient field of R , then Picent(A) is a quotient of the group l(A) of invertible fractional ideals, just as in the commutative case.
We shall show in fact that this is a special case of a completely general exact sequence, associated with a change of base ring R, for any R-algebra A. This is based on an adaptation of K-theory techniques to "noncommutative" products.
2. The class group of rank one projectives. This group, denoted by C(A), is defined for orders A, via the direct sum. In the commutative theory one gets an isomorphism Picent(A) S C(A). There is however also a connection in the noncommutative case, and in a subsequent joint note [FRU] we shall for certain orders A, on the basis of results of the present paper, define a homomorphism Picent(A) -> C(A) with interesting properties.
3. The automorphism group of the algebra A. There is a homomorphism AutR (A) -» PicR (A) (cf. [RZ] , [Bl] ) which gives rise to a homomorphism Q,:
where Autcent(A) consists of those algebra automorphisms of A which leave the centre elementwise fixed. This is the most interesting and specifically noncommutative aspect of the theory. We shall derive a significant variant of ÎÎ, useful in applications, by considering algebras A ®r E, C = cent (A), with E running over C-Azumaya algebras or just over matrix rings, and then going to the limit.
The role of the Picard group in its relation to other objects explains why one should want to study this group. The main purpose of this paper is to show how one can study it. We shall introduce a sequence of normal subgroups and analyse the consecutive factors.
In the case when A is an order over a Dedekind domain R, in a separable algebra over the quotient field K, we shall obtain a fairly complete description which makes explicit computations feasible. We display the decreasing subgroups (on the left) and the quotients (on the right) in a diagram, where C = cent (A).
PicR(A)
Picent ( The last third of the paper is taken up with particular orders and with computations. These are included, being of independent interest in themselves, while at the same time illustrating and testing the general theory.
In particular the explicit calculations-although at first sight rather special-bring out genuine number theoretic aspects, and in fact I believe that one of the lines, along which a good theory of orders should develop, is arithmetic specialisation.
Not included in this paper is a systematic treatment of fibre products. I have also not considered special classes of algebras which are still somewhat more general than orders over a Dedekind domain in a semisimple algebra (e.g. R a
Krull domain, or nonsemisimple algebras etc.).
I wish to record my gratitude to I. Reiner and S. Ullom for careful checking and constructive criticism of a first draft, which led to improvements and to the elimination of some errors.
1. The Picard group and automorphisms. All rings have identities. These act as identity maps on all modules and are preserved by ring homomorphisms.
Let A and B be rings. An A-B-bimodule AX" (A acting on the left, B on the right) is invertible if it satisfies the following conditions (I) and (II), each of which implies the other. (I) X" z's finitely generated projective (i.e. X as B-module), and A Si End(X") via the action on X, plus analogous statements on interchange of A and B.
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If one of the two maps g and / is an identity map 1, then we shall write ,X, = X, or X. = X. The verification that Í2 is indeed a functor and that it preserves / g 1 g r the product ®R is now routine.
In preparation for our first theorem we introduce some more notations. IniA)
is the group of inner automorphisms a H» bab~ of A, a subgroup of Aut" (A). (ii) For ÍX), (y) £ PicR (A) and M a faithful, finitely generated projective (iii) By going to the limit over the R-Azumaya algebra E, the sequences ÍSAst)P) yield an exact sequence ÍS A): 1 -. lim IniA ®R E) -^ lim AutR (A ®R E) -?tpicR(A).
Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(c) X ® " ¡V = Y ®" N (isomorphism of left A-modules) for some faithful finitely generated projective R-module N.
(d) X = Y (isomorphism of left A-modules) for some n > 0, where V is the direct sum of n copies of V.
Remark. For the sequence ÍS.) in (i) and a characterisation of PicR (A)/lmQ see [RZ] (with A restricted to be Azumaya) and [Bl] . The connection between automorphisms and the Picard group was for the first time pointed out in [RZ] . There is, for clean orders A over a Dedekind domain a connection between Picent (A) and the projective class group, which will be studied in a subsequent joint note of I. Reiner, S. Ullom and myself [FRU] . This leads, under certain conditions, to a longer exact sequence.
Proof of Corollary. The extra fact needed is that
if E is C-Azumaya. Given this, the Corollary is just a special case of the theorem.
To establish (1.3) consider a C-algebra B, and a C-Azumaya algebra E.
Then cent(B) embeds in cent(ß) ®c E and as E is flat this embeds in B ®c E.
In other words the composite map cent(B) -> B -> B ®r E yields an injection cent(B) -» cent(ß ®c E). Apply this first to B = A, with given E and then to B = A ®r E, and E replaced by an C-Azumaya algebra E. so that E ®r E. = M (C) the ring of zz by « matrices over C. We get injections Proof. Take R = Z. Proof. Take R = cent(A). By Corollary 4 to Theorem 2, PicR(A .) = Picent(A¿). Let A be a T-algebra, R -> T a homomorphism of commutative rings. Throughout, the unadorned tensor product sign ® will stand for ®R. A ® S is then a T ® S-algebra. Define Outr(A) = AutT(A)/zra(A). We get homomorphisms
the first given by (X) h-> (X ® S), the second by f H» / ® S and the third induced by the second.
We shall define certain relative groups. Consider pairs (X, /), X an invertible A-A-bimodule over R, and / an isomorphism X ® S ^ A ® S of A ® S-A ®5-bi- (ii) We have a commutative diagram 1 1111 
Thus fy is an isomorphism.
Next we shall show that w is an isomorphism, by displaying its inverse map.
Let ((X, /)) £ Pic JA), with inverse ((Y, g)), and write f(X) for the image of the composite map X -» X ® S -I-.A ® S. Then f(X) solely depends on the class of (X, /), and f(X)g(Y) = g(Y)f(X) = A. Thus ((X, /)) h-, f(X) is a well-defined map w : Picji/A) -» IJA) with w ° w = 1. To show that also w ° w =l,we have to prove that X = f(X) as bimodules, i.e. that X -> X ® 5 is injective. In fact (/ -> U ® S is injective for every finitely generated, projective (say left) A-module U, this being so for (/ = A.
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The assertions with respect to NJA) ate straightforward to check. 
Proof, (i) From the theorem and Corollary 4 to Theorem 2.
(ii) By Theorem 2 we have a commutative diagram Analogously we get a surjection Out JA) -» Outcent(A) with kernel 
h is an isomorphism, induced by the bijections between R-lattices in A ® K and R-lattices in A ® R K. Thus k is surjective. As (/(cent(A)) isopen in (7(cent(A ®^ K)), and (7(cent(A ® K)) is dense in it, the product of these two subgroups is the whole of (7(cent(A ®R K). Now a bit of diagram chasing shows that k is injective.
We Remarks.
(1) Recall that Pics(Ap ) = Pics (Ap ), by Corollary 4 Theorem 2.
(2) The hypothesis in (v) holds e.g. if R is Noetherian and A is a finitely generated R-module.
The proof depends on two lemmas.
Lemma A. Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring S, finitely generated as S-module and let T be a commutative, flat S-algebra. 
The map / r-> d., L -> DerR(B, L) (R-module of R-derivations B -> L) is R-linear, and its cokernel is the R-module H (B, L).
We shall denote by AutR(A; 31) the subgroup of AutR(A) of automorphisms / with /3l = 31, and which induce the identity automorphism on A/3t. Proof (cf.
[F]). (ii) AutR (cent(A)|14%A)) = AutK(cent(B) |l-ttïg(B)) n AutR(cent(A)). tna is the precise power of m dividing a.
We shall write PGL(5, n) for the projective general linear group of a ring S in dimension n, i.e. fot the quotient of GL(S, n) module U(S). Proof. We shall first suppose that R is a local ring with maximal ideal m.
The case a= R is trivial, and so we assume <X= ma with a > 0. Then A/J(A) = R/îtl. As every R/m-module is free, the same is true for every projective left Amodule. Thus every invertible A-A-bimodule is free of rank 1. This establishes (i).
For (ii), still keeping R local, observe that clearly N(M (R)) C N(A). Conversely one shows (e.g. by induction on fl) that T £ R + maM (R), det T £ mna is equivalent with T £ muM (R). Thus any normaliser of A also normalises maM (R), hence M (R). Thus N(A) = N(M (R)). This result then holds also globally.
By (ii) we have GL(R, n) C N(A) for any R and hence we get a map
Thus, by (ii), p is surjective.
In the local case
Ker p consists precisely of the matrices in (/(A), and hence now Outcent(A) at GLÍR, n)/U(A) = PGL(R/ma, n).
By (i), this is also Picent(A).
For ( with t an isomorphism. It follows then on identifying via t that </J>r = cßf ° ib.
Finally, we shall then prove that if/ maps Autcent(R(F)) into the identity.
Ezz-sz" step. The existence and uniqueness of ifi follows from the fact that Ker s is a characteristic ideal.
It is the ideal generated by the commutators xy -yx, Vi, y e R(T). (/(End, (T )) n NÍTÍU)) = U(TAW), Hence finally Outcent (TpiÏÏ), g,)«1.
Given (13.5) this finally yields (13.2) and completes the proof. There results a surjective homomorphism and ttz.
• ttz . Moreover under g these four matrices are mapped precisely into $. Now
